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Plcase note the follmying corrections as you read this Report: 
1. Page 11 - Line after eqn. (15) should read 
Equation (IS) is a transcendental equation giving non~harmonic sinewaves ••• 
Ii. Page l~ - Fourth line beloly the equation x.0 = " - X.b ' replace estenrlrJd by 2. 
3. Page 21 -
and the 
First line below' Eqn. (42) should read 
o 
elements ~ij are also uncorrelated ••• 





E["ij "k£,] = 13 162 AijOikO Je (42) 
Page 23 - Fifth line, second paragraph should read 
may not •• • • • subtract the image ~ before 
Page 24 - Second last setence should read 
Thus, once again IVe see that even though the covariance function of 
is nonseparable, the lIT. transform of "u .. given boundary conditions ~J is a fast transform, i.e., the sine transform. 
Page 26 - Fourth line from bottom should read 
Let ni = •••• to the ith component and • • 
8. Page 28 - Ninth line from top should read 
The, boundary • • • {u. . ...• , uN'l .. , •••• •• ·1 1.,0 r' .. 1 
U •• ~J 
B" 
" 9. Page 28 - The equation for Br:. near the bottom of the page; the first line ~J 
of this equation 0'2 is miss ing as marked 
\ , 
B~. ~J 
. ~ ~ J N!l H(I'l' •••• ) A2(j) + 0'2 sin Nii-
10. Page 30 - Fourth line from bottom should read 
scheme is Ii .... with g ,;; 0.7, this was 
.. " .. .. 
11. Page 23 - Line 15 • • • • bock - ,> block 
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Glossary of Symbols 
~ is defined as 
= 
~ Kronecker Product 
FFT Fast Fourier Transform 
DCT Discrete Cosine Transform 
KL Karhunen-Loeve 
KLT Karhunen-Loeve Transform 
FKL Fast Karhunen-Loeve 
m,s,e, Mean square Error 
W, r, t, lqith respect to 
- -?1m 
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The purpose of this study was to apply the fast KL transform algorithm for 
data compression of a set of four ERTS multispectral images and compare its 
performance with other techniques studied by TRW, Inc. on the same image data 
in contract NAS2-8394. The performance criteria used here are mean square 
error and signal to noise ratio as used in the TRW effort. The results obtained 
here show a superior performance of the fast KL transform coding algo':ithm on 
the data set used and with respect to the above stated performance criteria. 
A summary of the results is given in Chapter I and details of comparisons and 
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Two dimensional image transforms have attracted considerable attention 
during the past decade for their application in image data compression (commonly 
called 'transform coding'). If U represents anN x N image matrix, then, in the 
context of image transform coding, W is its two dimensional transform where 
W = TUT' (1) 
where prime denotes the transpose and T is a unitary two dimensional N x N 
matrix. The restriction of T to unitary matrices ensures conservation of image 
energy in the trsnsform domain. 
Examples of image transforn,s are Fourier, Hadamard, Karhunen Loeve (KL), 
. [1-8J h Haar, Slant, CosJ.ne, etc. Typically, the transformed image W is sue 
that most of the image energy is concentrated in relatively few samples in the 
W-space (usually the lower 'frequency' samples) so that these few samples alone 
are considered important for any subsequent image processing thereby achieving 
some data compression. 
2. Dimensionality vs Optimality 
Two considerations which become important in selecting the image transfornl 
for data compression are a) Dimensionality and b) Optimality for Compression. 
By dimensionality we refer to the computational effort required in implementing 
Eqn. (1). For an arbitrary unitary transform T, it is ",asy to see that compu-
tation of W takes 2M3 multiplications and about as many additions. For images 
the value of N gets large enough (M~ 200 to 1000) to make this computational 
load unbearable. Consequently, the evil forces of dimensionality dictate that 
the choice of T be restircted to certain class of transforms which can yield 
fast computational algorithms. One class of such transforms called Good Trans-
3 




























.~~l ___ _ 
forms (after I. J. Good[18]) have the property that the matrix T can be written 
as a product of several sparse matrices in the form 
where T., i = 1, ••• ,p (p«N) are matrices with just a few non-zero entries 
~ 
(2) 
(!f r entries per row, say, with r« N). Thus the multiplication of T ~~ith, 
say, an N x 1 vector, is accomplished in about rpN computations. Thus, if 
N " ZP, then typically, the computations required in (1) reduce to approximately 
2 
rN 10gZN. Depending on the actual transform, one computation can be defined 
as one multiplication and one addition/subtraction, e.g., Fourier, Cosine trans-
forms or as one addition/subtraction, e.g., Wa1sh-'-Hadamard transform. 
By ortima1ity we mean the efficiency of a transform in achieving data 
compression (or bandwidth compression). Usually this optimality is measured 
" 
for a class of images rather than for a single image because, conceivably a 
transform could be optimal for one single image and be very poor for others. 
This raises the question, "How do ~~e define a class of images?" Here we con-
sider classification of images by their statistical properties as opposed to 
their linguistic or descriptive properties, although many times it may be pos-
sible to quantitatively model 1inquistic/descriptive images by a statistical 
expression. For a given class of images having certain second order statis-
tics, the Karhunen Loeve Transform* is sho~~ to be optimal [9-13] in a mean 
square sense. 
Although the KL transform is optimal, it has dimensionality difficulties. 
First, the KL transform is unique for a class of images. Therefore, it has to 
be computed for that class. Second, even if a closed form analytic expression 
for the KL transform is known, the transformation calculations of Eqn. (1) do 
not, in general, have a fast algorithm available. Therefore, the size of image 



















thet can be used for KL transform application is quite small (~ 8x 8 or less). 
An example of utilizing the ICL transform technique is by dividing an image into 
small blocks and then coding each block. Otherwise, most transform coding 
efforts have resorted to the class of fast image transforms described above. 
3. Discrete Cosine, KL, and Fast KL Transforms 
Recent experimental results of Ahmed, Natarajan and Re.o [6] have sho"m the 
behavior of'the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) to be close to the KL trans-
form for one dimensioanl first-order markov random porcesses whose correla-
tion parameter p has a value around 0.9. Actual implementation of the DCT 
for 2-dimensional image coding has shown that the DCT does perform better than 
Fourier, Walsh-Hadamard transforms, et.'!., at low bit rates (bit rates of less 
I· than equal to 1 bit/pixel average). However, at higher bit rates (:::: 2 bits per pixel average), a hybrid coding algorithm employing th;:, DCT in one dimension 
and DPCM in the other seems to perform better than the 2-dimensional DCT [20J. 
This, of coursa, shoUld not happen if the DCT were truly a good approximation 
to the KL transform, because the rate distortion curve of the KL transform is 
expected to give a lower bit rate at a given distortion level. This ambig-
uity regarding the 2-dimensional Df!T may be partly be attributed to the fact 
that image statistics is not gaussian, and partly that the image covariance 
function is not separable. 
4. Summary of Results 
In this study, the fast KL transform algorithm developed in the next two 
chapters is applied to a set of four channel ERTS multispectral images and 
its performance is compared with other techniques studied by TRW, Inc. [20] 
in contract NAS2-8394. The image data used in this study is identical with 














l. __ ._~.~_ ... ~ 
summarizes the results of this study. Here each curve represents average 
of mean square error over the four channels vs. bit rate obtained by a given 
technique. Thus if 
then 
2 th 
ek= mean square error in the k channel image, k=1, ••• 4 






The KL-Cosine!DPCM, rQ,-Hadamard!DPCM curves, correspond to three dimen·· 
sional data compression schemes utilizing a 4x4 KL transform along the temporal 
axis. All Cllrves in Fig. 1 except the 2-dimensional fast KL curves were obtained in 
the TRW study [20]. The fast KL curves ClOrrespoud to two different SdtS of 
experiments; viz, the first set (solid line) using 255 x 255 size transfor-
mation and the second set (dotted lines) using 15 x 15 block transformations 
on the image. In the other curves 16 x 16 spatial bloch: sIze was used in per-
forming any transform coding. Comparisons show a superior performance of 
the fast KL transform coding algorithm over other methods. 
A detailed discussion of these and other comparisons with respect to 
signal to noise ratio etc., as well as conclusions of the study are given in 
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CHAPTER II 
A THEORY OF FAST KARHUNEN LOEVE TRANSFORM • 
1. Image Covariance Model 
An image may be thought of as a sample function of a tw, dimensional 
random process. If u .. denotes the brightness at the spatial coordinate (i,j) 
J.] 
then uij is considered as a random process. Consider one such process which 
has zero mean unit variance and is described by a covariance function 
given by 
R(n,m) = E[u u] = ~ !nlp Iml 
i+n,j+m ij "'1 2 (4) 
where 
1> p. = correlation parameter, i = 1, 2. 
J. 
(5) 
The covariance deiil)ed above assumes essentially ttiTO properties viz., 
stationarity and separability. Although one might ~~gue for an isotropic non-
separable covariance function of the form 
2 Jn2+m2 R(n,m) = cr p 
as being more appropriate, the covariance of Eqn. (4) has been found to 
(6) 
be a reasonable assumption and has been applied successfully in many different 
image processing problems.[S,l8,20] The primary reason for preferring Eqn. (4) 
over Eqn. (6) is due to the amenability of covariance in (4) to simpler 
analysis and applicability of many one dimensional results. 
2. One Dimensional Representation 
Let {x.} be a finite one dimensional random process with zero mean and 
J. 
unit variance and a covariance function given by 
8 
.. 











p Inl i = 0,1 •.• ,H+l (7) 
The zero mean and unity variance assumptions are non-essential but serve only 
to present a simplified analysis. It is well known that the sequence xi can be 
represented by a first order stationary Markov process as 
(8) 
with 
E[e.] = ° ~ 
and 
E[e.e.] = (1_p2)5 .. , 0 .. = Kronecker delta function. 
~ J ~J ~J 
It has been SbOTflIl ear1ier [1,14] that the above Markov process for a fixed 
N, can also be represented by 
x. = a(x.+1+x. 1) + v . .1. 1. 1.- 1. (10) 
p 
where C{ = 
1 + / 
(11) 
and [Vi' i = 1, . • ., N} is a well defined random process. 
The above representation is defined for a finite process (N = fixed). 
The interpretation of this representation is as follows. If x. denotes the 
~ 
best linear mean square estimate of x. obtained from a linear combination of 
~ 
the elements of the partial sequence [x., jf.i}, then the residuals {\J.T J ~ 
given by 
9 




















are such that the variance 
- 2 l!. 2 E[(x.-x.) ] = E[v. ] 
~ ~ ~ 
is minimum. Th.;.s will be called the minimum variance representation. In 









i = 1, • • ., N 
aik and bik for each i and k such that E[(xi-ii~2] is minimized. 
minimization is performed [14], the coefficients aik and bik are 
as 
= Il = bil 
a = bik k > 2, 1 ~ i ~ N 
3. The 'v' Process 










In fact, in our case, the sequence elements v. h;:;.-,e nearest 
~ 
The correlation properties of the sequence {v.} can be 
~ 
i = j 
IHI = 1 
otherwise 
1 - /" 
1 + / 
(12a) 
for i,j = 1, ••• ,N, and 
(12b) 
















































4. The Karhunen Loeve Transform of Markovian Images 
If x is a one dimensional n x 1 vector with covariance matrix R, 
then the KL transform of x is a matrix ~, composed of the eigenvectors of R 
and is defined by the relation 
~'R~ = r (D) 
2 
where r is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues Yi • If x if a first-order markov 
process with covariance given by (see Eqn. (7» , then 
R= 
1 p p2 
" \ 
p '1' p 
, " 
p'l' p '1 
I ' '\. 
I 
I n-l 








. and the elements of the KL transform are given by [Ill (for n=even) 
'" . [ ( . n+ 1) + i 1f 1 ~ij = a i Sl.n Wi J - 2 2 (14) 
2 1 _ p2 
where y. = ------~--~----~~ a. is the normalization constant and {w.} are ~ 2'1 l. 1 - 2p cos Wi + P 
the positive roots of 
tan nw = sin w (15) 
cos w - 2p cos w 
Equation (15) is a transcendental equation given non-harmonic sinewaves 
of Eqn. (14). The KL transform of the veetor x may be written as l{ = ~'x or 
n 









Due to non-harmonic behavior of the sine t~rms. a fast algorithm (like the FFT) 
is unavailable in computing the series of Eqn. (16). Therefore. typically n2 
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From (13) and (16) and using §'§ = I, it is easy to see that 
Since the samples ~, are uncorrelated, they are quantized independently. ~ 
Other advantages of the KL transform are its minimum entropy and minimum mean 
square error properties which make it optimal for data compression [9, 13]. 
These properties assure that for a chosen ratio of compression, minimum mea
n 
square distortion .vi1l result; this in comparison with all other linear uni-
tary transformations for the assumed class of signals. 
5. The Fas t 1<L Transform for Markovian Images 
Consider the sequellce ['1<' k = 1, ••• ,N}, and represerlt this by a vector 
v, then the N x N covariance matrix C given by (12) is 

























.vhere Q is the N x N matrix in (lSa). The matrix Q is a synnnetric, tri-
diagonal, Toeplitz matrix. 
(18a) 
Theorem 1: The lCL transform of the 'v' sequence ['1<' k = 1, ••• N} is given by 
12' . ij1T 
~ij = J~ s~n N+l 
12 
(19) 
'., .... ,,,...,... .. ,.........,------_ .. 



























The eigenvectors "' .. and the eigenvalues A., of the N x N symmetric, tri-J.J J. 
diagonal, Toeplitz Q are given by [14] 
"'ij =J N!l' . ij 11 sJ.n N+l (20) 
and 
A. = 1 - 2a in for i,j 1, ... ,N cos N+l = J. (21) 
Clearly, the matrix C in Eqn.(lSa) has its eigenvectors also given by {"' .. } J.J 
(since 62 is a scalar constant), so that the matrix {", .. } is the KL transform J.J 
of v. 
, Theorem 2: [Ii For the first order, stationary, finite, Markov sequence 
{Xi' i = 0, 1, ••• ,N, N+l}, if the boundary conditions Xo and ~+l are given, 
then the KL transform of the partial sequence {~, k = 1, ••. ,N} given x
o
' ~+1 
is the matrix W ~lith elements 1\1 •• given by Eqn. (19). 
. J.J 
Proof: Let the given boundary conditions be 
Xo = c, ~+l = d (22) 
If x and v are defined as N x 1 vectors of components {xl"" ,~} and {vI"" ,vN} 
respectively, then Eqn. (10) can be ,,,ritten as 
qx = v + b (23) 
where Q is the N x N tridiagonal matrix in (lSa) and b is an N x 1 vector eon-
taining only the information at the end points; viz., 
Sinee 'e' and 'd' are now given, and v and bare uneorrelated (see (12b)) 
(25) 
and 

















Hence, the covariance of x given end conaitions is simply--
~2 is a scalar, the eigenvectors of ~2Q-l are given by {W .. }, defined above. 
1.J 
Equation (23) above can be rewritten as 
-1 _1 0 0 ( ) 
x = Q v + Q "b = x +]J = x + "b 27 
o -1 ( ) where we have defined x = Q v and "b is defined in (25). Thus, Eqn. 27 
o 0 decomposes the random process x into two terms, viz., x and"b where x has 
zero mean and covariance Rb given by Eqn. (26) and "b is the conditional 
mean of x given boundary conditions. Denoting i = wx and similarly V, S, i O 
and realizing [rom theorem 1 that wQw = A, Eqn. (27) can be transformed to 
yield 
" x. 1. 
The definition of b in C::4) gives 
A I----z' i 
b i = J N+1 cr(c-(-l) d) 
i iT ,.., 
sin -- ~ A 11 N+l ~"'i 







From Eqn. (26), the eigenvectors are independent of the correlation para-
meter p and only the eigenvalue A. depend on the statistics of the random pro-
1. 
cess x. This is in contrast with the eigenfuctions <j> •• , Eqn. (14), which depend 
1.J 
2 
on p through wi and Yi • Moreover, the eigenvectors of Eqn. (20) are harmonic 
sine waves, so that a fast computational algorithm is possible and is developed 
in the next chapter. 
The decomposition in (27) has some interesting properties. First xb ' the 
conditional mean of "x given boundary conditions," depends only on the boundary 








































































response of the process x. The process XO is obtained o';'iaply by subtracting 
the boundary response from the original random process x. Second, the decom-
position is orthogonal, i.e., 
o T 
E[x ~l = ° 
This follows from Eqn. (5) of Appendix I l~here 
k '" 0, 
Since XO 
When the boundary conditions are known (i.e., c, d are given) then xb can 
o be easily calculated and the vector x is written as a modification of the 
original vector x ac~ording to 
o 6 
x x - ~ 
The vector XO can now be coded by its KL transform, which is a fast trans-
(31) 
form. The original vector x is recovered easily from XO if the two boundary 
values c, d are separately coded for transmission. This idea above easily 
estended to two dimensions when the ~~o dimensional image autocorrelation is 
separable. 
The special properties of the fast KL transform are: 
(i) The fast KL transform is independent of the image correlation para-
meter, p. Only the boundary response ~ depends on p. Hence, the fast KLT 
coding algorithm could be useful in adaptive coding schemes, compared to the 
actual KL transform which varies with p. 
(ii) The transform domain variances are known as a closed form expression 
for any fixed p. Hence, the quantizer design calculations are simplified (since 
the transform domain bit assignments depend on the distibution of these vari-
ances). These calculations are specially facilitated if the quantizer is to 































(iii) The number of computations required in fast KJ transform calcula-
tions for an N x N image is of the order NZIogZN, the same order as in FFT, or 
fast DCT. Strictly speaking, the fast KL transform computations are less than 
the fast DCT computations. 
It should be noted that the fast KL transform is not a numerical algorithmic 
fast solution of the conventional KLT of the data, rather, it is the conventional 
and fast KL transform of a modification of the data. Figure Za shows how this 
modification is achieved. The boundary values xo' and ~+i are passed through 
a linear filter to compute the boundary response xb(l) , ••• , Xb(N). Note 
that this entire response is generated by only two input values. The modified 
data is then xO(k) , 1 ~ k ~ N, which can be fast ICL transform coded. The 
boundary conditions xo' ~+l are shown to be uncorrelated with· xO(k) , and are 
therefore coded independently. Figure lb shows the reconstruction of the data 
from the fast KL coded data and the boundary conditions. The linear filters 
employed in figures Z(a) and Z(b) are known apriori and each filter requires 
only ZN computations for a N x 1 vector for computing its output. The filter 
calculations and coding of boundary values can be avoided in some practical ap-
plications by approximating the boundary values by the mean value of the data 
vector x and subtracting this mean value from the data vector before compres-
sing it via the fast KL transform. Hence, for zero mean data the boundary con-
ditions may be approximated by zero and only the mean value of the data vector 
is coded in addition to the modified vector xo. 
6. Two Dimensional Representation 
Let the image be described by a zero mean random process u .. with i,j = l.J 
O,l, ••• ,N,N+l and autocorrelation of Eqn. (4). Following Appendix II it can be shown 
that the minimtlJl\ varian.:" representation of u .. can be written as l.J 
u .. - a(u·+l .+u. 1 .) = v .. l.J 1 1. ,] ::L- ,J l.J 
- a(v. ·+l+v .. 1) 
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b) Reconstruction of Fast KL Coded Data 
FIGURE 2: The Concept of Fast KL Transform Coding 
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i,j 
Pk 
= 1,2,. • ., Nand Cl!k = -"':::""2' , 
1 +P k 
k = 1, 2. 
If v ij is eliminated from Eqns. (32) and (33), we get 
u .. = "l(u·+l . + u. 1 .) + "2(u. ·;1 + u .. 1) ~J ~,J ~- oJ ~,J ' ~,J- "1"2 (ui+l,j+l + ui+l,j_l 
(34a) 
+ u. 1 ·+1 + u. 1 . 1) + v .. l.- ,] 1- ,]- 1.J 
(34b) 
Figure (3a)sho;~s the n .. as a linear combination of the nearest eight neighbors 
J.] 
in this case. 
7. The Two Dimensional Fast KL Transform 
The two dimensional result is summarized by the following theorem. 
Theorem 3: If u .. is a finite, two dimensional random process defined for 
~J 
i,j = O,l, ••• ,N,N+l, with its autocorrelation given by Eqn. (4), and if the 
boundary conditions {u ., Q-+I ., u. , u. N+I' for all i,jE[O,N+lj} are 
O,J N ,] 1.,0 1., 
given, then the ICL transform of the partial field {uk~' k = 1, ••• ,N; ~ = 1, ••• ,N} 
is given by 
T = 1)!@1J! 
where 1jJ is SINE transform defined by elements 
_ (2 . ij1f 
1)iij ~~ s~n N+I 
For proof of this theorem we resort to the two dimensional minimum variance 
representation of u.. in (32) and (33). If U, V, and v are N x N matrices of ele~ 
~] 
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(35) 
where HI and B2 are N x N matrices containing only the boundary information and 





I v 2 ,0 I 
, 
B =<l2. i 
2 ! 
u O,2 - - - -
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vI N+l' , 
j vN 0 vN,N+1 L. ' I~(----------'lli 
N-2 columns of zeros 
row 
N-2rows of 'zeros' (36a) 
row 
(36b) 
In Eqn. (36b) , the quantities vi,o and vi,N+l are obtained from the boundary 
information of ui,o and ui,N+l' for i = 1, ••• ,N, via Eqn. (32). Eliminating 
V in Eqns. (35) we get 





















































contains only the boundary information. If U, v, and B are nm~ defined as 
N2 x 1 vectors corresponding to a lexicographic (dictionary) ordering of the 
matrices U, v and B respectively, Eqn. (37) can be rewritten, after noting Q2=Q~, as 
(38) 
where ® denotes Kronecker product. From Appendix II, the vector;:; has zero 
--T 22 ® 
mean and E[vV 1 = ~1~2(Ql@q2)' Hence, from Theorem 1 in the last section, (w * w) 
is the N2 x N2 KL transform matrix of ;:; and 
(39) 
and 
, k = 1,2 (40) 
Hence the matrix of eigenvectors of Ru also is (* ® *), so that the KL 
transform of {uij given boundary conditions ~~, k, ~ = 0, N+l} is given 
by the matrix W defined in Eqn. (20). Finally, if Eqn. (37) is pre- and post-
multiplied by wand we define W = WUW " A V = WVW , B = WBW , the following rela-
tions are easily verified, if Al(i) and A2(j) are the eigenvalues of Ql' Q2 respectively. 
hO 
and the elements U.. are as 10 uncorrelated. 
1J 
orthogonal decompositon of the image matrix as 
or in matrix form 
U = UO + Ub 





















If we define 
" = Vij x. . f"l. 
1.J V'"ij (45) 
1\ n n 2 2 
then E[xij ] = 0, E[xij"k .. ] =131132oik0j.e. Thus itij are identically distributed 
,. 
variables of equal variances. If x .. are quantized, then the dynamic range of 
1.J 
,. 
each quantizers (corresponding to x .. ) will be the same although the number of 
1.J 
bits assigned to xij will be different. 
8. Connnents: 
The fast KL transfrom has two steps. First, the residuals v .. a're calculated 
1.J 
and then a sine transform of the residuals' is taken. Alternately, (see 41), 
we can first take the sine transform to obtain w .. and then subtract B . . /A •. = 
1.J "0 1.J 1.J 
(Ub(i,j) = the sine transform of the boundary response) to obtain u. .. In 1.J 
n 
anv event, the variables v .. (or scaled variables x .. ) quantized and coded in 
~ 1.J 1.J 
the sine transform domain. In conventional sine transform coding, on the other 
hand, the sine transform samples ~L. will be coded. Further, the variances of 
92132 1.J ~~. are ~ which are different from the variances of U .. in the sine transform 
1.J Aij 1.J 
domain. Thus, the quantizers in the aine transform domain and fast KL trans-' 
from domain will be different. 
Comparison with Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) 
The DCT of a sequence (x } is defined as 
m· 
r.; N-l 





(2m+l)kll < k < 
2N ,I 
o N m=o 
22 
J;~ 

















Although both the fast KL and the Discrete Cosine transforms have obvious 
relationship with DFT, the DCT does not satisfy the KL transform Eqn. (13) for 
either R (the original covariance of Eqn. (4) or for Rb (the conditional auto-
correlation of Eqn. (26)). The relationship between the KL transform of Eqn. 
(14) and t.he fast KL transform of Eqn. (20) is more easily seen; the eigen·· 
1 iTT vectors in the latter being periodic with wi of (15) being rep aced by N+1 
Necessity of zero mean image 
It is easy to check that the sine transform does not diagona1ize a 
matrix of all constant elements. Thus, if the sine transform 
is the KL transform of a sequence [x~, 1 ~ i ~ N}, it is not the KL transform 
of the sequence [x~ + a} where 'a' is a constant. Since the given image data l. 
may not have zero mean, l.t is essential to subtract the image mena before ap-
plying the fast KL ima£e coding algorithm. In b1v. block coding it is 
advisable to make each image block zero mean before coding. ·the overhead of 
transmitting the bock mee.n for 15 x 15 blocks, 7 bit image is only 0.031 bits/ 
pixel. 
9. Extension to Markov ]mages with Nonseparable Covariances Functions 
A random field described by the stochast:ic difference equation. 





















, __ ~_. __ L __ ,.·~-:"-==== 
generates a Markov-l field [21] whose covariance function is nonseparable. 
Such fields could give a better approximation to the actual covariance func-
tion of images. If an image is represented by an N x N segment of thi.s field, 
then following the notation of the previous sections, we can write 
QU + UQ = e + B (50) 
where Q, U, B, e are N x N matrices; the matrix Q being tridiagonal as before, 
and B containing only the boundary information (this B matrix is obviously 
different from that in (37». In Kronecker product notation, it can be seen 
that 
1'> 
EreeT] = c; (I @ Q + Q ® I) = c; Ii 
1'> 
ii = E[U I B] = Ii -lii 
1'> 
Ru = E[(U -cr )(U -~ )Tlii] = 
[
l:! i = j 





The KL transform of Ii is W ® Wand hence $ ® $ is also the KL transform of 
Ru in (Slc). Thus, once again we see that even though the ~cvariance fucntion 
of Uij given boundary conditions B, is a fast transform, i.e. the sine trans-
form. Hence, images represented by random fields of (47) can be fast KL coded 
by calculating ~ (boundary response), subtracting it from U and coding the re-

























THE FAST KARHUNEN LOEVE TRANSFORM CODING ALGORITHM 
1. Implementation on One Dimensional Image Data* 
It should be pointed out that while Eqn. (20) is directly related to the 
FFT, the elements ~., are not the 'imaginary' term in the conventional Discrete J.] 
Fourier transform. It is easy to show that $., form a complete orthonormal set J.] 
of basis vectors, whereas the imaginary terms of a DFT do not form a complete 
set of basis vectors. 
Let 
11 Y = k 
, k,Q,,, 
sJ.n N+l 
If the DFT is defined as 
,2dk J.---
z,Q, e M 
then, in order to implement (52) define a variable Zt as 
Z = 0 
o 
z = 0 
.Q, 
R.=l, ••• ,N 
,Q, = N+l,N+2, ••• ,2N+l 
Now let ~k be given by 
" Z = It 
.' 
1 
~ 2 (N+1) 
2N+1 
, 2k,Q,,, 






Sin,~e. ~k can be computed via FFT, Yk is obtained via this fast algorithm. 
'/: The x,y, Z variables in this section are not the same as used elsewhere. This 







































2. Data Compression Via the Fast Karhunen Loeve Transform 
First consider the one dimensional case. From (28) we have 
h h h h 




~ (56) x. = 
,fAi ~ Ai Ai Ai 
h 
where, bi is known whenever c and d are known. The next question is 'What 
is the bit assignment strategy for quantization?' From Eqn. (56), if z.and b. 
~ ~ 
are observables, the original signal x can be constructed by calculating xi' 
where 
h 
, h 2 






Let c*, d*, z'; = quantized value of c,d, z. respectively 
~ ~ 
x~ = reconstructed value of x. from z~, c*, and d*. 
~ ~ ~ 
The expected mean square quantization error can be written as 
A ",Z 1 ""Z e< = E[(x.-x~) ] = -- E[(\!.-\!~) ~ ~ ~ A: ~ ~ 2 . i1T 2 2 + (N+l)(s~n N+l) a·· [(c-c*) -
~ 
(_l)i(d_d*) ]Z] 
Letting c* ~ c and d* ~ d, we get 
2 
1 "" )2 A 1 
h h Z qi 
e. =--E[(\!.-\!~ ] = E[(zi - z"l) ] = ]. "Z ].]. Ai ]. Ai 
]. 
If q: is small, then to minimize Le. the number of quantization levels for 
]. ]. 
the ith component ;. should be proportional to 1- . ]. Ai 
Let n i = number of bits to be assigned to the ith compenent and let 
n. = bl - b2 logzA i ~ 
if p' = desired bit rate in bits/pixel, then 
N N 










No.< recall that Ai 
i1f ~ 1 - 2a cos N+l' 
Clearly, 0 < 1.1 < 1.2 < ••• < AN < 2 for all 0 < p < 1, 
Let n
l 
~ maximum number of bits to be aSSigned be fixed; then 
After solving for bl and b2 we get 
N 1.1 
1: log ~ 
k~l k 
(58a) 
The result of the above equation will not give integer values to n i , in 
general. So a truncation to the nearest integer has to be made. 
Let n~ ~ [n.] ~ nearest integer to n., then the actual bit rate is given 
J. J. J. 
by 
1 N 
P ~ N E 
i~l 
Proceeding as in the above one dimensional case and assuming negligible 
quantization error in the boundary information and defining 
n~ . ~ number of bits to be assigned to ~ .. 
J.,J 3] 












(nll- p ') log .:.:!J. 
'"11 
N N x. .. 
Z 1: log .:.:!J. 
i~l j~l All 
_J 
(58b) 
where [ ] indicates the nearest integer. The two dimensional coding algorithm 
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3. Fast Karhunen Loeve Transform Coding Algorithm 
REPRODUCffiILITY OF THJi1 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR 
1. Calculate the statistics (i.e .. mean, variance, horizontal and vertical 
correlation parameters) or the source image. 
2. Create zero m"an image, by subtracting the image mean (or mean of the 
image block in case of block by block coding) from each point in the image. 
3. Use Eqns. (34a) and (34b) to compute u ij and vij for i, j = 1, ... N. 
4. Take the two dimensional sine tr".nsform of v .. to obtain ·v ... Calculate 
~J ~J 
A ~ 5. Quantize x., using n~, bits to obtain ~ .• Details of quantization 
~J ~J ~J 
method 'ire given in the next chapter. The values ~,~ are used for transmission. 
~J 
The boundary information, i.e., {u. , u, N+l' u " uN+' " i, j = 0, ... ,N+1} 1,0 1, O,J 1,J 
is quantized separately. In practical situations this information may be 
assumed to be the mean value of the image baock. 
6. At receiver comp',te B-1;', from 
~J {u~ , u~ N+l' u', " ut;+l .}. 1,0 1, O,J N ,] 
defined as the sine transform of the row {u" " j = 1, ... ,N}, i.e. 
O,J 
r = -- l: u* sin ~ A ~ N 'k 
o,j N+1 k=l o,k N+1 ' j = 1, ... ,N 
~ " ., 
..... 
If r ,is 
O,J 
and r c N+l,j' i,o' and ci,N+l are similarly defined as the sine transforms of 
{uf.+l,k}' {u~,o}' and {u~,N+l} respectively, for. i, j, k = 1, ... ,N then it 
1\ 
can be seen that the boundary terms B~. are obtained as 
~J 
+ ( lli+1 " l L( ') , ...i'!... 
- rN+l,j '-L J,+sw N+l 
, i 11 s<n...i'!... s~n N+l ~ N+1 
. [u* + (-llj+lu* + (_lli+1,~ + 
00 0,N+1 "N+1,0 
(_1)i+j+2 * l} 
"N+l,N+l 
7. Compute Wi;. = 
~J 
a t the recei.ver as 
(uij } = Ui' = ~l~i''lt 
and obtain u*,' the rec~astructed image 
~J 
Figure 3b shows the block diagram flow of the above algorithm. 
28 
v .. 
A =-'!:l x, ,-;>,. 
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4. Discussion 
n In practical implementation of this algorithm, N + 1 should equal 2 for some 
integer n, so that an FFT algorithm can be used to implement the sine transform. 
The value of n 11 in (58b) is an experimental parameter to be chosen to minimize 
the mean square error. In our experiments we found the values of n 11 between 6 
to 8 quite satisfactory. These values were determined by testing the mean square 
I error of a few randomly chosen image blocks of Channel 1 image. 
··1 For large image block size N <! 63, and/or small correlation parameter value 
I p ~ 0.7, the effect Qf boundary values on coder performance becomes less signi-








actual boundary values, if an (NxN) image block is used and all the boundary values 
are assumed to be equal to the block mean then the performance of this coding 
scheme is unchanged. For 15 x 15 image blocks with p ~ .07, this vIas experimentally 
verified. Note that this approximation does not change the actual boundary value 
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FAS~: KARHUNEN LOEVE TRANSFOm DATA COMPRESSION STUDIES 
The algorithm outlined in the previous chapter I~as simulated on four 255 
x 255 picture elements multispectral earth data images. The digitized images 
were provided py NASA and are the same as used by TRW, Inc. in a 
data compression study under Ames Research Center contract NAS2-8394. In all 
coding experiments, the boundary conditions were assumed to be constant and equal 
to the mean value of the image block being coded. 
1. Source Data 
a. Figures (4) through (7) show the original four multispectral earth data 
images. 
b. Table 1 lists the calculated statistics of the ortginal four multispec-
tral earth data images. 
c. Figures (8) and (9) show the histograms of the original Channel 1 and 
Channel 3 multispectral images. The histograms of Channel's 2 and 4 
are similar to those of Channels 1 and 3 respectively. 
In image coding simulations, tHO different block sizes I~ere used. First, 
the entire source image was used as a single 255 x 255 image block. Next, the 
'. 255 x 255 source image was divided into 289 (15 x 15 ) small image blocks. Un-
less otherl~ise stated, (see Table 5) uniform q;"antizers were used in all the 
coding experiments. The improvement of a compand or over a uniform quantizer was 
found to be less than O.5db in terms of SiN ratio. The performance of different 
coding schemes is judged by (i) Mean square error and (11) Signal to Noise Ratio. 
This is to enable us to make comparison with other techniques. The mean square 
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FIGURE 4 CHA~I~EL t I \AGE 
FIGt;RE 6 CHANNEL 3 I \AGE 
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REPRODUCIBILITY 01" TUn. 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR 
FIGURE 5 CHA!IINEL 2 H\AGI: 
nr.URE 7 CHANNEL 4 t:IAGE 
, 
> 
c'."-""=-= .... ',, _. ______ ,_~ __ , ..... -,"'."" -.-;-'""'_ .... ~~ __ " '_ .• :_~ 
\ 
-Stai:lsticaJT ------,---- -- ---------, 
Parameters 
i Average Correlation Parameter p Average Correlation Parameter p 
;Channc1 No. Mean Variance (255 x 255 Coding) (B lock by Block Coding) 
I 
I P hori p ver 
Channel 1 47.80 130.76 0.93 0.710 0.597 
Channel 2 52.13 333.16 0.92 0.730 0.620 
~ ~ ;: ;~ C .. annel 3 59.56 121.16 0.88 0.712 0.591 ~ 
! 
'j 
w Channel 4 26.82 41.10 0.89 0.723 0.614 w ,( 
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where N = 255, u .. k and u* . . k represent the original and the recons tructed 1,J, 1,J, 
images for the kth channel. Channels 1, 2 ,3 are gi.ven to be 7 bit images and Chan-
nel 4 is a 6 bit image . The signal to noise ratio for channel k image is def ined 
in Dec ibe ls as 
= 
where (P-P)k = peak to peak signal value 
= 127 for k = 1,2,3 and 63 for k = 4. 
In comparing the resu l ts of this study with other methods , bit rate vs. 
average mean square error curves and bit rate vs. average SIN ratio curves are 
generated (Figures 1 and 16) . This is done by ca lculating the average mean square error 
for a fixed bit rate as 
2 
e = 
and calculatin~ average SIN ratio for a fixed bit rate as 
4 
s = ~ ~ sk 
k= l 
These definitions are consistent with the definitions used by TRW. Inc . in their 
study . The implications shortcomings of these average performance indices will 
be discussed in section 5 . 
2. Fast KLT Coding of 255 x 255 Images 
a . Figure (10) shows the 255 x 255 encod ·. d image of the Channell earth data 
image with 2 bits/pixe l average, 1 bits/pixel average, 0 . 5 bits/pixel 
average, and 0 . 25 bits/pixel average. Figures (11) through (13) are the 
255 x 255 encoded images for Channel 2, Channel 3, and Channel 4, respectively. 
All these images were photographed on a Dicomed scanner after contras t stre -










ODUCIBfLITY 01" T lE 
'REP'R PAGi:: IS POOR ORIGINAL 
KLT 255 x 255 encoded image of the Channel I I maRe 
2 bi' ',ixel (b) 1 bits/pixel 

















KLT 255 x 255 encoded image of the Channel 2 
2 bi t s/pix21 (b) 1 bits/pixel 
D, S bi t s/pixe l (d) 0 . 25 bits/pixe l 
Image 
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KLT 255 x 255 endoded i mage of the Channel 3 Image 
2 bits/pixe l (b) 1 bi t s/pixel 
0 . 5 bits/pixel (d) 0 . 25 bits/pixel 
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KLT 255 :< 255 encoded image of the Channel 
2 blcs/~iKel (hI I bits/llix~1 
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32 
b. Table 2 lists the calculated mean square error ap~ signal (peak to 
peak) to noise (root mean square) ratio of the 2~5 x 255 encoded image 
for each channel earth data images. 
c. Figure 14 (solid lines) shows the bit rate vs. mE,ans square error of 
table (2). 
d. Figure 15 (solid lines) shows the bit rate vs. signal (peak to peak) 
to noise (root mean square) ratio of Table 2. 
e. Table 2 also lists the average mean square error of each channel earth 
data images. 
f. Figures (1) and (16) show the comparison of these results with the re-
sults of TRW, Inc. effort cited above (20]. 
g. Figure (17) shows the bit allocation pattern of a 255 x 255 image at 1 
bit/pixel average for Channell. The value of nIl (number of bits for 
the first pixel) is a design parameter, in our experiment, several dif-
ferent values of nIl were tried and the values between 6 to 8 (for p=O. 93) 
were found to be most suitable. In order to simplify the quantizer design, 
all the elements in the FKL domain that are assigned equal numbers of bits 
may be assumed to have equal variances. 
h. Figures (18) and (19) show the output histograms of Channels 1 and 3 images 
with 1 bit/pixel average. 
In calculating the average bit rate, we define a parameter (called pseudo bit 
rate constant) PP. For different values of PP the corresponding values of the 
average actual bit rate denoted by ACURAT are printed out. Then the USer can pick 
a desired average bit rate, i.e. ACURAT, and from this list (see Figure (20) ] find 

































M.S. E. SNR I in db 




18.02 29.51 , 
TABLE 2 
255 x 255 Encoded Images 
Channel 2 i Channel 3 Channel 4 
! 
, 
M.S.E. SNR : M.S.E. SNR M. S. E. SNR 
in db in db in db 
7.39 33.39 3.10 37.19 0.88 36.54 
14.46 30.47 8.11 32.96 2.27 32.43 
30.05 27.28 17.80 29.57 5.19 28.84 
53.87 24.76 29.93 27.32 9.13 26.38 
M.S.E.: Mean square error 
SNR in db: Signal*(p-p) to noise (rms) ratio in db 
*: p-p values are 127 for Cha~nel 1, 2, 3 




Average Over All Channels. 
Average Average 
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FIGURE 14: Bit rate vs. Mean square error for t:le I!Iultispectral Images. 
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FIGURE I Comparison of mean s quare error for 2 Dimensiona l Fast KL vs . Other Nethods 
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Bit allocation pattern for a 
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3. FaBt KLT Coding of 15 x 15 Image Blocks 
In block by block coding, the correlation parameter values as indicated in 
the last two columns of table 1, were used. These are the average horizontal and 
vertical correlation paramete, values for a 15 x 15 block. 
a. Figures (21) and (23) show the block by block encoded image at vari-
ous bit rates of Channels 1, 2, 3 images respectively. 
b. Table 3 lists the calculate.: ... _.ans s,!uare error and signal (root mean square) 
to noise (root mean square) ratio at variou6 bit rates of the four 
block by block encoded images. 
c. Figure (14) (dotted lines) shows the bit rate vs. mean square error of 
Table 3. 
d. Figure (15) (dotted lines) shows the bit rate vs. signal (root mean square) 
to noise (root mean square) ratio of Table 3. 
e. Figures (1) amI (16) also compare the average performance of 15 x 15 block 
coding scheme with oth~r methods. 
f. The histograms of these encoded images were very similar to those of 255 x 
255 block size encoding and are therefore not included here. 
g. Figure 24 shows the bit assignments in the transform domain for 15 x 15 
block coding of Channell image. The (15 x 15) block encoded images were 
not contrast enhanced and the corresponding original image is included in 
Figures 21 through 23 for comparison between the original and encoded images. 
4. Other Coding Experiments 
In previous experiments, uniform quantization of x __ in the transform domain l.J 
was performed. Further, constant correlation parameter values were used in each 
dimension, over all the image blocks. However, the value of the correlation para-
meters can vary over the different image regions. We examined the effect of these 
variations as well as the effect of different quantization schemes. The various 
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FAST KLT block by block 
(a) 1.987 bits/pixel 




encoded image of the Channel 
(b) 1.004 bits/pixel 
(d) Original Image 
1 Image 
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FIGURE 22 FAST KLT block by block en(!oded image of the Channel 2 Image 
(a) 2.009 bits/pixel (b) 1 . 058 bits/pixel 
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KLT block by block 
2 .000 bits/pixel 




encoded image of the Channel 
(b) 1 . 067 bits/pixel 




















21. 9417 28.664 
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Channel 2 Channel 3 Channel 4 I Average Average 
M. s. E. SNR Bit M.S. E. SNR Bit Bit N.S.E. M.S.E. SNR R t 
in db Rate in db Rate in db a e 
9.1307 32.471 2.000 5.1579 34.951 2.000 1. 5523 34.077! 2.00125 4.590 
17.3456 29.684 1.067 10.5176 31. 857 1.066 3.0057 31.207 1. 0555 9.217 
27.4262 27.694 0.591 16.0689 30.016 0.591 4.6548 29.308 0.57325 14.663 
TABLE 3 H. S. E. : Mean square error 
SNR in db: Signal;' (p-p) to noise (rms) ratio in db scale 
*p-p values are: 127 Channell, 2, 3 
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FIGURE 24 Bit Allocation Pattern for block by block (15x15) encoding of Channel 1 image wit; 4 different 
Bit rates 
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(4-1) Take the average value of horizontal and vertical correlation para-
meters of the entire 255 x 255 image as a constant correlation parameter 
value to be used in both dimensions. 
(4-2) Use the actual horizontal and vertical calculated correlation para-
meter values of the entire image. (The image has different values of the 
correlation parameter in each direction). 
(4-3) Divide the image into 15 x 15 small image blocks. Then calculate the 
vertical and horizontal correlation parameters of each small image block, and 
take the average over all image blocks. The average of these horizontal and 
vertical correlation parameters is taken as a single constant correlation 
parameter value for block by block coding. 
(4-4) Here the average horizontal and vertical correlation parameters of each 
15 x 15 small image block are taken as the horizontal and vertical correlation 
parameter values. 
(4-5) For each 15 x 15 small image block its own horizontal and vertical cor-
relation parameters are used. We call this 'variable p coding method,' or 
'adaptive coding method' since the quantizer for each block will b" different. 
" The probability density model of the transform domain variables x .. is 
1J 




~ ce -ctlxl 
l/(~ e-ct1x1dx) 
x}\IN 
ct = fi:2 ' 
o 2 = variance of x. 
x 
" X}IAX = maximum value of x .. 1J 
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In some of the experiments, a compandor design was used for quantizing the 
,.. 




_X_i.=..j_\ f-() I ~ Uniform Quantizer I z •• ~J 
Nonlinear 
function 
The nonlinear fu tion f(x) is given by 
r xMAX [1 - exp (- ";)] /[ 1 - exp ("~) 1 
! 
f(x) ~~ 
f(lx\) ,x < 0 
'-. 
The output x* is given by f- l as 
X > 0 
3 
- - log 
" e 
[1 - _z_ {l _ exp (_ ax}!AX)} 1 
xMAX 3 
z < 0 
z > 0 
In our experiments the values of xMAX and xMIN were chosen as follows 
xMAX ~ x mean + 2.5 * SQRT (VAR) 
xMIN x mean 2.5 * SQRT (VAR) 
where 
x mean ~ mean value of xij in the image block 
VAR ~ variance of xij 
The value VAR can be obtained either by actual calculation or by the theoreti-
cal formula for E[~ijl given in Chapter Ill. 
Results of many experiments that were tried are recorded in Table 5 • 
a. Figure (25)shows the block by block encoded channell image with 
variable p in each block, These images also have not been contrast enhanced. 
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FAST KLT adaptive block by block encoded image 
the Channel 1 Image (a) 2 . 010 bits/pixel 





(with variable 0 in each block)of 
(b) 1.076 bits/pixel 
(..;) 0.126 bits/pixel ..I 
L 
b. Table 4 lists the mean square error and signal to noise ratio for adaptive 
coding of Channell. Figures (14) and (15) show the performance of adap-
tive coder for Channel 1 with respect to 15 x 15 block coding and 255 x 
?55 entire image coding. 
c. Table 5 compares the mean square error for 10 different coding experi-
ments. 
Explanation of Table 5 
c-l Entire: Treat entire image as a 255 x 255 image block. 
c-2 Block: Divide entire image into 15 x 15 small image blocks then 
perform the coding algorithm. 
c-3 Constant p: Use the average correlation parameter value for all 
image blocks. 
c-4 Variable p: The correlation parameter value varies for different 
image block. 
c-5 Uniform Quantizer: Uniformquantizer in the transform domain is 
used. 
c-6 Compandor: Use compandor in the quantizer design. 
c-7 Actual Variance: Use calculated variance of each image block to 
find xMAX and xMIN. 
c-8 Theoretical Variance: Use theoretical formula to calculate the 
variance of image samples x .. in the transform domain and then 
1J 
find XMAX and xMIN as mentioned before. 
c-9 Bit Rate: Average bit rate for the entire image. 




































Bit Rate 2.010 1.076 O. (16 0.126 
I Channell M. S. E. 1.8534 5.0819 8.8548 22.3115 
SNR in db 39.3964 35.0159 32.6042 28.5907 
TABLE 4: SiN ratio and M.S.E. vs. Bit Rate for adaptive coding of Channell image. 
M. S. E. : Mean square error 
SNR in db: Signal (p-p) to noise (rms) ratio in db scale 
• • 'J • 
. ,~ "._.' 
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,. . 
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I : ~'~l'''"=~ I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
i Items , , 
I 
Entire (255 x 255 block) 
• 
Block (15 x 15 block) Yes yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
, , , 
I , : I 
P horizontal : 0.7106 0.7106 1 o. n06 O. no" , 
'Constant p 
, 
p vertical 0.5976 0.5976 , 0.5976 0.5976 
, 
: 
~ Variable P I Yes Yes I Yes Yes 
Uniform Quantizer Yes Yes , Yes Yes 
: 
Compandor Yes Yes Yes Yes 
! i 
, • Actual Variance yes Yes Yes Yes 
, 
, 
'Theoretical Variance Yes Yes Yes Yes 
, 
'Bit Rate (bits!pi~el) L.0044~_ 1.0044_, 1.0044 1.0044 0.9961' 0.9961 0.9961 0.9961 
M.S. Error 6.4697 6.0278 5.8556 5.1517 5.5427 5.4579 4.8839 5.2107 
TABLE 5 Mean square error cPll1parison of 10 different coding experiments for the earth data channell image 
i:'fhe box marked Yes means applicable, the empty box means not applicable. 
~ 
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S. Discussion and Comparsions 
Complexity of the Fast KL Algorithm 
The computational complexity of the fast KL algorithm in terms of number of 
computations is the same as that of cosine, Fourier and hybrid cosine/DPCM coding 
algorithms, i.e. O(N2log2N) computations are required for coding an N x N block 
of the image. The computer memory storage requirements are same as those of any 
two dimensional transform coding algorithm. 
Performance Comparison with Respect Image Block Size 
Figures 1 and 16 ShO~1 the comparison between 15 x 15 and 255 x 255 image 
block size. See Tables 2 and 4 also. It is clear that w.r.t. both the mean 
square error and SiN ratio 255 x 255 image block size give better compression. 
On the average, the 255 x 255 block size has maximum advantage over 15 x 15 
block size at :.i.gher bit rates. For example, at 2 bits/pixel the 255 x 255 block 
size gives 1.5 Db better performance than 15 x 15 block size. This difference 
becomes less significant at lower rates e.g., it is 1 Db at 1 bit/pixel and 
negligible below that rate. This difference is not unexpected because as the 

























Performance Comparison Among Different Channels 
, J Figure (14) shows the variation of mean square error of channel image as 
a 
, ; 
function of bit rate. Although the absolute m.s.e. values differ significan
tly, 
these differences are understood by studying the variances of the correspond
ing 
images (see Table 1). If the m.s.e. value of each encoded image (at a fixed bit 
rate) are normalized by the variance of the image in Table 1, then it is seen that 
the normalized m.s.e. are nearly equal for channels 1 and 2 and the same hold
s 
for channels 3 and 4 also. For example, at 1 bit/rate; for 15 x 15 block size
 
the normalized m.s.e. values for channels 1,2,3 and 4 are .046, 0.051, 0.087, 
0.075 respectively. With respect to m.s.e., then the four channels may be ran
ked 
as 1,2,4 and 3. However, on the basis of SiN ratio (see Figure 15 ) the ranking 
is 1,3,4, 2. This is because channels 1,2,3 images are 7 bit/pixel images g
iving 
a peak to peak value of 127 and channel 4 images are 6 bit/pixel giving a pea
k 
to peak value of 63. If the SiN ratio were defir:ed in terms of the rat io of 
the 
variance of the origina: signal to the m.s.e., then the two criteria will 
give 













Comparisons With Other coding Methods 
Perhaps the most interesting (and surprising) results of this study are the 
comparisons of the fast KL coding algorithm with other coding experiments per-
formed by TRlV, Inc. (see (20)) on the same data. Figure 1 shows the performance 
of the fast KL transform coding algorithms vs. other methods. It is clear that 
the 2 dimensional fast KL algorithm (255x255) as well as (15x15) dominate the 
other methods including the 3 dimensional methods viz KL (temporal domain)-
Cosine/DPCM and KL-Hadamard/DPCM. However, these curves have to be observed with 
certain caution, First, the mean square error is the average mean square error 
over the four channel images. A more meaningful comparison could be to compare 
the average of the normalized m.s.e. of each channel, where the normalized m.s.e. 
is the ratio of m.s.e. of a channel image and the variance of the original image 
signal. Also, the various methods should be compared on each individual chan-
nel as well. Unfortunately, the m.s.e. (due to other methods) per channel is 
not available in [:20J and hence these comparisons cannot be reported here. 
Figure 16 shows the comparisons with respect to average SIN ratio. The 
255x255 fast KL coding scheme performs better than the other schemes. The 15 x 
15 block fast KL coding performs better than 2-dimensional cosine as well as Cosine/ 
DPCM at 1 bit pixel by more than 1 Db. At higher bit rate, e.g. 2 bits/pixel, the 
difference between 15x15 fast KL and 2-dimensional cosine is as much as 2.5 Db. 
This difference is quite surprising. The cosine/DPCM and 15x15 fast KL have nearly 
equal performance at 2 bits/pixel. 
The difference in the performance of fast KL vs. Cosine may partly be attri-
buted to the different correlation parameter values used. For 15x15 block coding 
we have used lower values (see Table 1, P::: .6 to .7) whereas in the TRlV study 
p was taken:: .9. This difference w~ll cause the bit assignment in the transform 








Another interesting comparison is noted when Figures 1 "nd 16 are compared. 
While lSxlS fast KL gives lower average mean square error (at 2 bits/pixel) than 
the 3-dimensional schemes, it does not give a higher average SIN ratio, This is 
because averaging the m.s.e, over all channels does not average the SIN ratio 
over these channels. 
Adaptive Coding 
REPRODUCIBILI1Y OF ., 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POuli 
In the adaptive coding method we changed the bit assignmer,t from block to 
block according to the variations in the correlation parameters, ke"ping the 
average bit rate of each block fixed. The improvement of this adaptive coding 
scheme is only marginal over the non adaptive fast KL. However, a better per-
formance can be expected if the average bit rate per block is varied according 
to its variance and the bit assignment within each block is ~ased according to 
the correlation parameters of that block. 
6. Conclusion 
1. To the extent of the usefulness of the average mean square error and 
average SIN ratio criteria, the fast KL transform coding algorithm 
gives superior performance as compared with other 2-dimensional coding 
methods for multispectral images. 
,2. More detailed comparisons are required to establish the usefulness of 
this algorithm from a user's point of view. These comparisons should 
include other criteria such as (i) the spatial distribution of errors 
in the reconstructed signal (ii) Classification accuracy based on 
ground truth, Also a larger set of images should be used to vali-
date the conclusions. 
3. The fact that correlation parameter values change signiCicantly as the 
image block size is ~hanged suggests non-stationarities in the images 











transform basis vectors are invariant to changes in image statistics, and 
the transform domain variances are known in closed form, application of 
this method for adaptive coding is suggested. 
4. Since the Cosine/DPCM algorithm has been shown to perform significantly 
better than 2-dimensional cosine [20J at high bit rates, an interesting 
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CORRELATION PROPERTIES OF THE MINIMUM VARIANCE REPRESENTATION 
The equations of representation of the first order stationary sequence {xi} 
with zero mean and autocorrelation 
p IH 1 (1) 
are given by 
il, .. . ,N (2) 
(3) 
"here a = p/(1+p2). Multiplying (2) by xi +k ' taking expectations and using 
(l) I,e get 
(4) 
"hich for Ikl ~ 1 and "ith a = p/(l+p2), gives 
k j 0 1 $ i $ N (5) 
Similarly for k = 0, (6) 
Multiplication of (2) by vi +k ' taking expectations and use of (5) and (6) yields 
2 2 2 
E(viv i +k ] = -a[S 0k,l + S 0k,_l]+ P 0k,o 
(7) 
"here 0 .. is the Kronecker delta function. Similar procedure when applied to 
1J 
equations (3) gives 
and 
2 
= (l-p )Ok,N+l 
I-I 
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A TWO DIMENSIONAL IMAGE REPRESENTATION 
Let {u .. i, j = O,l, •.• ,N,N+l} be a two dimensional stationary sequence l.J , 
with zero mean and a separable autocorrelation function given by 
(1) 
Let u .. be the best linear, mean square, estimate of u .. obtained from all l.J l.J 
U not including the point U .. , This is obtained by first writing 
mn l.J 
u .. l.J E L k 1 
kH,.!O 
ak (u'+k .+,+u. k . ,+u. k . ,+u k .+,) i 1. ~,J 1.. 1- ,J-.o:.. 1- ,J-x.. i- ,j 1.. (2) 
and minimizing E[u .. _u .. )2] over the coefficients ak ,. Differentiation of this l.J l.J ' 
expression with respect to ak1 , setting it equal to zero and after some alge-
braic manipulations we get for 1 ~ (i,j) 5 N 
(3) 
for all k + 1 ,.! 0, k' + l' ,.! O. From (3) it can be proven aOl = p/(l+p2) = 
a lO ; all = a~l and ak1 = 0 for k2 + 12 ~ 4, so that the two dimensional rep-
resentation equation defined as ll .• = U .• + v ,becomes l.J l.J ij 
ul.' J' a(u'+l .+u. '+l+u .. +u. 1 .) 1. ,] 1,] 1.,J-.'. 1-,J 
- a2(Ui+l,j_l+Ui+l,j+l+Ui_l,j+1+Ui_1,j_1) + vij 
2 
where a = p/(l+p). Eqn. (4) can be rearranged to give 
uiJ' - a(u'+1 .+u. 1 .) 1. ,J 1- ,J v .. l.J 




Following Appendix I, the statistical properties of vij and vij are obtained, 
for 1 5 (i,j) 5 N, as 
II-I 
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At boundary points (i=O,N+l;j=O,N+l) the minimum variance representation equa-
tions are somewhat different. These equations are not given since th.ay are 
not required for the derivation of the fast KL transform result. Similar 
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USAGE OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
Two computer programs written in FORTRAN IV have been developed. These are: 
a. IMAGE ANALYS IS PROGRAM 
b. FAST KL TRANSORM COnING PROGRAN 
These programs have been implemented on the NASA/MSFC IBM 360/65 and NASA/Ames 
CDC 7600 computers. This chapter explains the usage of these programs. 
1. IMAGE ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
jobs: 
The MAIN routine of this part of computer program does the following 
a. Print out the histogram and statistical parameters of the l,nage 
b. Calculate the horizontal and vertical correlation parameter3 over 
all image blocks 
c. List a pseudo bit rate constant versus actual bit rate average table 
The subroutines used in this program are: 
a. KAR - This subroutine finds the maximum, minimum, and mean for each image 
block, creates zero mean image block and calculates PIa' Pal 
and bit allocation for each pixel. 
b. HISTO-Prints out the maximum, minimum,mean, standard deviation and 
the histogram of the 255 x 255 image. 
c. CaRRE-Calculates the horizontal and vertical correlation parameters 
of 255 x 255 image. 
The definition of all the parameters used in these subroutines have 
been clarified in the computer listings. 
2. PROGRAN USER'S GUIDE OF :mAGE ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
A 256 x 256 image is loaded on a standard magnetic tape. In order to 
III-l 
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process via the Fast KL Transform technique, the actual d:!mension of the :!mage 
used is 255 x 255, because if N is the :!mage size N+l must be a power of 2 to 
implement the sine transform. 
2.1 PROGRAM INPUT 
The JCL cards of the image are shown here as a reference for the user. 
IIGO.FTOIFOOl DD DSN=INPT1, UNIT=TAPE 9, VOLUME=(PRIVATE"SER=A0001), 
II DCB=(DEN=2, LRECL=512, BLKSIZE=516, RECFM=VS), LABEL=(l, BLP" IN), 
II DISP=(OLD, DELETE) 
This means the :!mage is loaded in the follOl.ing format 
a. 9-track magnetic tape 
b. 800 BPI (bits per ir.h) 
c. Integer" 2 (2 logical ds to represent one integer pixel data) 
There is one input data card and it is: 
$ INPUT IFRANE=l, N=l5, Nll=7, ILINE=l7, $END 
2.2 PROGRAM OUTPUT 
Output listing of this program includes 
a. Histogram of 255 x 255 e,,,tire :!mage 
b. Horizontial and vertical corr~lation parameters of 255 x 255 entire 
image 
c. Print out a table of pp(I) and ACURAT(I) , which a1101.s the user to 
pick any desired bit rate of the :!mage to be used later in the Fast 
KL Transform coding program. 
III-2 
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3. FAST KL TRANSFORM CODING PROGRAM 
This computer program does the following jobs. 
a. Creates differential image of a 15 x 15 image block, (v .. }. 
~J 
b. Applies Fast KL Transform to {v .. }. 
~J 
... [ •... 
c. Calculates bit assignments to different elements in the transform domain. 
d. Performs quantization. 
e. Applies inverse Fast KL Transform. 
f. Stores final result as a 255 x 255 image on magnetic tape. 
g. Prints out the Histogram and the results of analysis of the encoded 
image. 
The subroutines are; 
a. KAR -Creates a zero mean image and computes bit allocation pattern 
of a 15 x 15 image block. This subroutine is linked to sub-
routines CODE, QUANT, RECON. 
b. CODE-Creates a differential image of a 15 x 15 image block, calculate 
the mean, variance, standard deviation of the transform domain 
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The definitions of IFRAME, N and NIl are given in program listing, parameters 
PAlO, PAOI, and PCON are obtained form the Image Analysis Program. PCON ha~ 
a same meaning as PP, the pseudo bit rate. In our example PCON = 0.125, 
was picked from PP(96), and the corresponding value of ACURAT (96) = 0.99607837 
Ivhich almost equals the one bit/pixel average r§lte. 
In this program, two magnetic tapes are used, one for the original 255 x 
255 image, the other for storing the final 255 x 255 encoded image. The JCL 
format cards are shown here for the user's reference. 
Tape 3 (original 255 x 255 image) 
IIGo.FT03FOOl DD DSN=INPTl, UNIT=TAPE 9, VOLUME=(PRIVATE"SER=AOOOl), 
II DCB=(DEN=2, LRECL=512, BLKSIZE=516, RECFM=VS), LABEL=(l, BLP, ,IN) , 
Tape 4 (final 255 x 255 encoded image) 
IIGo.FT04FOOl DD DSN=OUPTl, UNIT=TAPE 9, VOLUNE=(PRIVATE, ,SER=SAVE), 
II DCB=(DEN=2, LRECL=1024, BLKSIZE=1028, RECFN=VS), LABEL=(l, BLP, ,OUT) , 
I I DISP=(NElV, DELETE) 
c. QUANT-Performs quantization on the transform domain 15 x 15 block 
image samp les 1I ..• 
1J 
d. XFORM-Initializes and rearranges the data to call subroutine HAR}! 
and implements the Fast KL ~ransform on a 15 x 15 image block. 
e. RECON-Reconstructs the 15 x 15 ·:ncoded image block from transform 
domain quantized 15 x 15 image block. 
f. HAR}!--An FFT subroutine which is available in the IBM scientific 
subroutine package. 
g. UISTO-Calculates the statistics and mean square error of 255 x 255 


















4. PROGRAM USER'S GUm! OF FAST IQ. TRANSFORM CODING PROGRAM 
4.1 PROGRAM INPUT 
Firat select the actual or desired bit rate for encoding the :Image (say 
1 bit/pixel). Then the input data card for 1st channel :Image, 15 x 15 block 
coding, and horizontal and vertical correlation val.ues of 0."1, 0.598 renpec-
tively is; 
$INPUT lFRAME-l, N-15, Nll-7, PA10=O.7l059489, PA01-G.597588l8, PCON-G.125, $END 
4.2 PROGRAM OUTPUT 
Output listing of this progrE!lI is simple and includes 
a. The actual bit rat~ of 255 x 255 encoded :Image. 
b. Output histogram of 255 x 255 encoded image, various statistical 
parameter, the mean square error in encoding, and the signal to 
noise ratio of the encoded image. 
The listing of subroutine HARM is not given in this report, since this is a 
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IMAGE ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
TliIS P'(OI>RAt'l WILli FOlLOWlIIG JOLlSI 
1. ~g.~T OUT O~I~INAL I~AGf h~3r0G~A~ ANU ANALWS1~ 
? C~L~~LATE HJ~llONTAl A~D VtRTl~AL CCRKElATiO~ PAkAMETERS OF 
E!IIlIRE U'Hi!O: 
3. FIr-I ... ;UH,,,IL" ':;~LUuO LJlT [<"T'O CON::>TANT Fl,,, OIFFERf.NT BIT 





I h0~rZONTAL IN~UT uATA STRING 
: ItOMIZG,lT~L UO~R~LATltN ~ARA~ErE' OF AN IMAGE eLOCK 
~F~11LA~ CUkR~~ATluN PA~AHETCk OF AN IH"uE A~OCK 
I III/:.kAGc 01' HOKILOr.t..L COkI<'ElIlTLOi. PARA'iETER OilER ALl 
1 ~ A G" .3 .. 0" KS 
I t.E~AGc Ur ~~RTIC~L (URK~LATILN FA~~McT~"' 011ER ALL 
1 M .. ('> "LC"KS 
AGu~ .. T I 
101 
(.II Ii .. 'j • • 
w .. R 
i't' 
YM .. X I 
}( M I~' I 
X r1<~t\ tj I 
X V All 
KANCt: : 
10 r .. L • • 
S .. 
~ .:.~ : 
".1 
AvlUK .. L AvE~AG~ BrT R .. TE 
15 U( 15 ,J~uCK IM~GE 
ME"N Of bL.O~K IMAGE 
vA~lkl.Ci:. UF d .. OCK IMAGE 
FSfuno ... 11 RAT~ CJh~TANT 
MAXlhuM vA~UL Of .. NTIW[ l~AG~ 
HI~I"U~ ~ALJ~ 0F ENTl~~ I~AGf 
MEA~ rF lHTI~c l~.Gt 
~MR'AIIC~ OF ENTlk .. I'.('~ 
MA.l~Url VI_UE MINUS H&hIMUM IIt.UE 
:'U~ uF TOT.~l ~ALU[S 
STAm:Ar<L. ;lc.dATION OF ... IHIRE I!'.AGl: 
Hnli.I1CNI lot. C(" «Rc.U,ll LNt- .. kAo1t. Hw: ()f ~NT IRE IHAGE 
~I:PT!"A~ COi<I~~ .. ATluN FAkAr'ETS" UF alT1~c 1,1AG<: 
OIME'ISLON lo.II25!'"l'i) , ..... URAT c ... q, 
LOMH0~/IlH.L'5/lMA •• x~IN,XM~A~,XJAK,TnlAL. 
r;UMM1f!/~"A~.,./IU(2<j61 
CLHMQ,~/1HINu/~A&.,PAJ1,ACF'4~CI 
CU,MJ"/\>0oJLJl'-/liIH.1hl ,t>:~ ( .. cr, ,N.N11,AU.MDA C15 ,IS) 
INT~GL.RA~ IU 
NA~~L.ST/IHrUT/lf~AMi.N,N11,ILlNE 
NA/'E .. !.>T IOulf'UT,FA1~, t=A~l 
FO~MnT"x •• ~P(t.l~,tl=.,FI2.b,5X,.ACUFAICt,I3ttl=.,Fl~.RO 
f U k'~ , 1 ( 1I111I 
Fc AI)(5,IN~U!1 
w;;:iF (~tlt'fUll 






Al I'l.:. = ILINf" 
fJ I .. :i'-! 
CUt15T=17 .AA~INE 
O~ .:~ 1=.1.,16 
DO 2. j= ~, 10 
ucr, ,,:c. 
REPRODUCIBILITY OF TBE 
1,-)RIC~n';;Al1 PAr,r,~ 18 pn/~iT: 
.J " 
1\ 1 j. 
I 
.. ~ 







z() r.OI'H I'-IUE 
DO 2:. I=t,4 .. ~ 
AGl<ll"'C. 
21 r 0 NTI'! Ut, 
... ", ... ~=!.5 
UO 2! I=2,,, .. ~ 
pp'rl=~p'l-ll-u.~~~ 






Or) 1~ Ie=l, ILINtO 
er) It J=l,lt:; 
P~A~I.1 IIUIKI,K=1,25bl 
00 12 1= 1 • .:':><; 
113 II, J. =1 J: It 
COIHI'WE 
c ... uTi I liE 
'1" l"l 1"'1017 
~ S=(!-U·15+1 
1<:"=1".14 
011 ,;. ... J=.,15 




C"l .. KA~ 
r r)/>jT 1'1 UE 
CO,HI'IUF 
f- A 1G=" Il"C ICC;~'!" r 
F .. C.:,'ACl/rmIST 
['UI-j~ .. 'J"l<N·Cl:N ~ r 
TOTt.L=XI"EAN 
X IlEA '1= XI'!E' ANtD V" 
xvA~=~~.k/D~M-X~l~N·X~ECN 
[JO :;)~: JH:!.tlot"'~ 
~c U" .. r 1 JA I ~ .. c IdJ~ )/OUM 
sa Cl,NTI'W£ 
",E:<II"::! 1 
C. ~ Ll H 1ST 0 
~",H'n 1 
IoAL .. ::I)Pk'" 
I-I RITE: Pi , • 111 
... QiE;o,UUTf'url 
an 2"( I=1.4~cr 
.-I'Ur:: (o,ll,,) I.tHIi ,r,A,;UhATIII 








~:aODUClBILITY OF TIm 
.qWAL PAGE 1S P01R 
','Lh1ur ~,,: Y:AP. 
CuMMJ~/AhALY'/'~A~.~H!N.XHEA~.XvA~.roTAl 




01') 1~ J=l.N 
Ou l~ r:1.N 
SU,1.i.~JJM1·UII.JI 
S'JM~=~UM?tU,~,J)·U'I,JI 
1 F : iJ( I , J) • (, T. X ~\I< X I xt-' 1\ X = U , 1 • J : 
.FWI.,J) .LT. X,'I!NI XhHI=ulI,J' 
~o CuHrr'~UE 
.. "c.A 1=')UM1/IN"NI 
x 11 E" ,I =x M~ ~rHJurl1 
X"H~=A "Af<.SU;'i~ 
$u"'=i}. 
00 ~_ J=l,tI 
DO ~~ I=l.,N 
U II, JI =U (T ,J1-AMl~N 
SU~=~UM+U(l,J)'UlltJl 




IJL 21 J=l,N 
DO ~~ l"l,tl 
PIQ='lO.UIl.J'+UII.l.JI 
1·.1="~1+1I1I.JI·ulI,J.1I 
21 ~C.d INUf: 




A .. r'~="lO/'l.tfl.·Pl~' 
AL D 2=,'jll u.+f·,j1"fl~1I 
AN SJ='I-N 
A .. =~.llt15q2f/lN.ll 
S U4 =: • 
uo 5' 1=1.N 
GO 5, J= 1.~! 
OUM=(1._~.·~ltl·rOS'I"AAII·(1.-~.+~l~2·COS1J·AA" 
A .. A'lD! II, JI =OU" 
~UM=;UM'ALO(,lC(D~H/AL~MDA'1,111 
~ ~ COtH 1'1 tJE 
IV-3 
0']' .. '0:0 r : . 
\ ; 





I j i 
* 1 l 1 j ! i I j 



















on 5~ JA=l,ItCO 
h .. ON=f';> IJA) 
nu I1=A/I; sr.· I to ii-PC UI. ) IOHI 
N~U'1=· 
Ort ,~ J=1,N 
0:,) S.. I= 1. N 
A",=lILlI'4f1AIl,J' 
I, ~ JU'·! ;A1 .. - .. U;:· .. ~ uGli.1 (ARI A .. AHCl.H 1,11 ) • ij .S 
If H"uUI~ .GT •• 11.) NAOUI1=Nl1 
~FI"\[jU:~ .LT. 01 uAOU!'=C 
.. ~Ur1'" NALllJM HI5U'I 
5 .. CL"~l I'JUr: 
~C~(J .. I=~~R'J~"h~U~ 












. ,." .. 
~v~R~JT1~E HISTO OlKE~SInN X'25b~,ICT,&~~,TEHPI65',StHBOL'lCCI,lGRAPHC10,·,nARC11Z, 
L~~hJ~/ANALYS/X~A~,X~~N,X~EAh,'~.R,TOTAL 
U, HI1I)"I1 ~p ~~ 1I lU I 25&' 
INEG=R+Z IU LAT~ r~T/o~.o/,T~"F/b5.~.',I&~A~H/l~ee/,STAP/1~·"~LAN~/1H I, 
euA SHf .11-1 ,FLU:;/1 H+ I 
HQ fuKHTtlil/l1 
1wl FuR'Iar 11ri~1 
lC.. f u R"I.~ T I ~x .IIHMI< l( H,1,j H:, ~ 12.5.1 X, clHdUII MUM: ,E1Z. 5, 1X, &HP AN Gt."' ,E12. 5,1 eK,;HTJT~~~,E~2.5,~X,~HM£AN='[12.~'lX'1~riSTANUi.~ CE~IATION~,EI2.S1 
1 J~ F uRtl:' T 11)l, btir" ::;i:lJOO ,5 X • 5HLO II .. ii, e; A, liHue Cuk .. "au" S ,2 oX, 21H~ACH SfA ~ ~ 
."FR~~~NTS ,I~,~2It OCCU~~LN~"S,/1X,~"LE~FL,&X,5HlrVrLJ 
135 FO~~'\T I')lX,l~ ,-.X,I"'" 
1 1 to ~ 0 R'1.l 111- ,13i! HI 
1 U F (; ~ ... H ,3 JI. , I 2. <: ... , i.oO. J. 5 , .) X fIb. 1 x.1 It" , 1 0 il A1 I 
7 
1~ 
R r. ,~(;c: = X!" •• ~ - Xllll! 
:;, :),,$'1 (T I j( ~II R) 
IIRILI6,tj~) ~PlT~lftt~n~) ~"AJI.,)(Hld,~ANGE,TL;~L,X"EAN,~D 
~IN~:I~uAX-XKI41/b •• 
T [111"(1) =)f.HN 
nn )I 1=1,':><: 
olt..AOll) I lUI'" ,J'-1, .. 50, 
Of' 1" J=1,2<; .. 
)C 1 ..11 =lU(J' 
,-or!! HUF 
Of') ... 1=1,2Sc; 
rn :: 1<=1,1'," 
Tt.;.\i' (1<:+11 =HYF III) tXI-:r. 
1*" (.IJ'-T;.t.~Cf'.ll) b,,,,,e; 
(.CNf It.U" 
lr.III>.' :: lrTl 10 *1 
r (, N( p·IO' 
cr;"'llNUE 
I .. T"I,'(:O 




10 tH T- (&, 1 ~ 1 ) 
h"lT: 10,1 ~ .. , "U 





OJ t f, !=1,132 
i".id I , ;:Ot SH 
C 1.14T1 tI UE 
IV-S 
REPRODUCmILTrY;f TITF. 







~n l~ l=dL.l~L.lt 








00 ~ I=1.6" 
. IFIICTfII.Gk.NO. ~O TO 9 
no 1" 1<:1,HC 
S Y'{G,,_ n:. =f1 ... Atjl( 
Cl1rHl~:U[ 
Go T'l 11 
.,:I .. rc II/NO 
.. 1 =J ... 
Gn 1! l<=l,J 
SY~"JL II( 1 ::iTAIi 
rOiHUIUt. 
un l~ I(~Jl,"';C 
S Yf1il .. L 111.1 =eLA~:K 
CONTI"UI; 
H"'iF:6,1~7) I,Tt;t'r'l.d,l ... rl1l,(SYMduL'l(l,I<=1,19Ql 
r"NTI'IIUi:; 
WIHTd&t1C61 SAl< 
















ltH:.r,~l(· 2 lU 
DATA 91?"b-C.1 
120 fuRNArllll.!/) 
1,1 FUR~'TIIX •• HO~'iuHTAL LOkRhL~lluN PAI(~H~T~~ OF fhTIR:. IMAGE :t, 
-Fl<!.ddX, '''L~:TIr''l 1.0I'(RLl~TlLN PARAliE-rEf'( OF ENTIFE I'lA(iE ;:t,FI2.8' 
~ 1 ~=; • 
I'Ll:::. 
"r> 11 1::1,255 
I< ~ Au III ! li 
00 ?~ ~=J.,t?5l1 
.. IK'::IUII'I . 
C;~ CimTI~IUF 
DO ~: .'''1,254 
~!~=!.:~'-~MChN)·!4(J+~I-XME~N}'R1~ 
Z~ "'C;,.TI'fUf:. 
I F I I • G l. 11 Gu Tn " 
GiJ T1 7 
" un ; J=.~":;;e; 
R J 1.: ! .) I .J I - X tk " .. I • ( A I J I - X'1 '- II N I +"" 1 
r, C"!H I\fUf 
7 [d) 33 )-1, 2!,o 
BU'::AIJJ 
B "CNTI'IUE 








ItE2i~{·,'· .;·~':rC~3F .. 
























































FAST KARl\UNEN LOEVE TRANSFORM COMPUTATION '"ISTING 
1 nh r'l(nGl(oUI DillS FOL .. OWING JOBS. 
1. b_T nIFfE~ENTIAL [MA~E 
<:. ";::'{F(1ii.~t FASI K. L. xFORI" 
3 ..... LClJL.l1i: uIT ~ATE AS';;IGI~M~NT 
REPRODUCIBILITY OFh",; 
ORIG1NAL :PAGE IS POOR 
I USF rUI'ISTllt;T,~Ht;, IN Ot<IJt.f'. Til GET s~m, £lIT 
ASS~GI."'dH ,>t.TTE",N FO" EACH IMAGE f'LfJCK I 
4. A~PL' u"lfC~K OUAN1IlEt< rlrH~laUE 
5. "'::~:F{j11" It;~'::"S<: FAST K .... xFOfHl 
t-. ST'lR<' nl'<ALRfsuLT lhACt Lm IAn" 
7. pOINl 0U' ~UT~UT ~N~LVSIS ~ND rilSTOGRAP 
lU : Hnr<lluNr .. L INf'UI \lAra ~'''rN(; 
i-C.Ot-. I 1':>"Ullll ijli R .. Tt .. OhSTAtlT 
p .. l: I ~~t.R"G~ GF HO~110NTA~ ~O~RE_'rlON PA~APETE~ O~ER A .... 
l'1AG€ ilU1CI(S 
rA·~ I "~L~AGE C~ VERTl~IIL COR~ELA'ION PARA~t.TER dVER ALL 
11' .. Gi: d .. (;r.KS 
AI~ I 250 JV 1" I,1 .. G~ JLOCI{ 
tI.l I A:;SUMb. l>! T ,;".T, ~OR TH:: NO:;T :aIGNIF1"ANl PIXC:l IN xFIlRH 
LJCI·jlHJ. hilS IIA .. U",- I~ ..... LU .. A TEu fRC.1 TH€OR::JlCA .. FORMU .. A 
.. CU~_U I A ... rUH AVr:~Alit "lIT RAIL 
AnE,," • ~rAN ~F G~IG1NAL l"~G~ BLOCK 
v .. R I tlA,<U'!,,!: elF O'iIGHIIo~ I'1AGf. d .. OCK 
!'.LEti I 15 cY 1'> "IT r'A.rTi:r<I. ~kRIV 
XMt.'" I ~t:cAt; l'r ~FO'l;.t D0i'i;;",~ U·"b: d_Or.K 
)(~A'< I "Ar(lAN~1' JF l(t-ui1M OON':'LN 1.1 .. GF bLOCK 
~o::~r I ::.TM'lJA:<L l1::IIIATlO.i .H- XFJ"t1 IJOl'!A1N IMAGE Il .. Ot:K 
rMAl( I I~"~ l'lOd CLIPl'll.G LEt/fL uF XFQPfo! i)()MAH. IMAGE: OLOCI( 
f i1Lt. I ,'j.IH"UM r_ IPFINl> .. ttlt. .. OF XFui<I' CJI·Ali. IMAG<: i3 .. CCK 
)( .. l.l~ I M .. l(11Iltl vALUE uF Fll,I<L "",",UlT ItlAGl:. 
X,lr,. : I; IN 1'1 ,,,., tlA_U~ uP FHIA. I(E<;u .. T l'-!AGE 
, .. IIl>- I "'~,dH," V"L.Ur rllNUS I'IlI'.Il':uH v;'LUE 
T ... T4L I SU'1 ... F leTA .. tlA.UtS 
~Y"_~l: ""AN OF F1NA .. RE~ULT ll'lAG~ 
~u I 5TA~,,,i; .... 1J rlEtI!ATIuN (,f fIillll kE.SlJ .. T 11111GE 
E~Q1 : MLAN SQUA~~ ~~PCR 
LRR2 I I\"n1 ~,t. .. ~J :;OU,.I<£ !:kkOk 
LR~"lll M~A"-~nu~RE E~POr< IN LJ1 S~ALE 
E ii: R.;l2 I " ... 01 h.i., saUARt ""RCi( Itl Ot) St;t .. r_ 
S~l I ~IGNAL 10 I'I01S~ klTIL C P;'NGF ~S E~RZ 
~,i? I S,G~JA .. Ttl NOI.:.;:: ",,,no , ~J 1/:> E.r<J<2. , 
SNr)[l~ I SIll It. l.ll SCALE 
S'~u'P t !:>N2 IN [Iu SCl\"E 
rlM~N~ruN AI8'2~&,t51 
r,)f1i'1I..",ANAlf.i/IU(,Sb' ,X125t>1 
(,U~I:-\ l:Uut<uUP/UU 1.111 .p~():" ,N11 ,t;, PAl ~,PA~! ,AL FI.AlP;? 
·NL::::II,lStl<;I,Al .. NlJ/dl<;.lC;., vAf',VU!;, .. <;, ,llh 11'30 15', 
·.n~t_~.lS'.6ST4;'1~,1~"uStl~~'1~,lC;1 
r J 11t1 U'II 1< .. 1 <:III ~ ";" .lfl[lW 
I~~a= L [S T I r.N'-UT IlF""Mt: .N.N 11.f<~ 111,:> MI. "GOH 
~I AlitL rSl/C u 11' u r, I<e URA T 
ItJT"rj-K·;; lU 
f<~4L'~ AId 






If] ill'i: ~ 
i.1 '+3 J=.l.,17 
OJ '" 1=1.11 
Ul1,Il=u. 
4'1 rONTI'WE. 
"E~", Ir ,l1l"UTI 
.(,(IT:: I", 1M- UT I 
on :. 11.:=1.17 
0" 11 .J=1.15 
FL40/!1 '!~III.I~1.2Sul 




DO ~2 t·I.1=1.17 
IS= .... 15· (NIl-il 
ISI>:1 .. +11, 
un 1" J=1.1S 
.JJ=J·l 
Ur.; ~' !:!:..ISP 
II =1 -I <;.2 
UIII.J~I=AIOII.J. 
20 CCHI'IIUE 
... r r.OrlTH:U;:; 
I [lJw= I O:lW-1 
ro\l..~ ~ Af;: 




b ~ C .. IIP W!' 
"c "ONI !NlJE 
0'1 6, J=1.15 
Ala'~"€>.J''''U. 
~~11_'4) 'AI~'1,JI.1=1.?5bl 
r,.· f OtH pI Ut. 
S fuNT!':UL 
DO ~ .. 1=1.25b 
AT'lIT.lI=C • 
.5" COrHItIUl' 
W R I h , .. I lAId' I, 11 ,l".I..? 5 t., 
kC"'='IA~f,: 
'CU~~T=A~~/11S.·1~.) 
.. I' IT" ;I;. Cvll"Ur I 
R"WI'IJ 3 
"".'Il·111 .. 









• X H;, (1 5 , 15 ) ,U:.. h I" ~ 5 , 1 S) ,u SIt/. H , 1!> , 15 ) 
CQ~HJN/uUT/AMfAN 




GO l~ J=l,NH 
DC .~ I=2,NPl 
sua: ,IJ'" +u 'I, JI 
1a CUNT l'lLJ( 
Co "eA,I= :;UM/' N°." 
SLJ~=: , 
on ..t J=?,NPl 





~lOt=PA1C/ll •• P.lt·PA!nl 
Al~2=~~~1/11.tP~Cl·PA~1) 
N.S!.=·'I·'; 
h~=l •• ~1~~~6/(Ntll 
! F 11 .. ~... ." T. H (,,, TO 3 U 
$lJr~= : • 
Cr J~ 1"'1,'" 
cn 5 C J= 1, N 
[jU'1=(1.-2.·'L~1·COSll·~A')·ll.-~.·ALP2·Cn~'J-~A)) 
A L AIUA 11, JI =OU" 
~UM=Sun.~~OG1"~U1/A~A'1QA'1,11) 




on <;4 J=1,N 
on !> .. !=l,N 
ilti:: .. lA,",Oli (l,JI 
NAUU~::Al1-~Ut·~~DG1G'''R/M~~"GA(1,11).S.~ 
IFI~~~U~ .~T. ~1'1 NAD~H=~~l 
HH ... lUN .LT. iii "AOU'1=J 
N A';"'; 'iAOuN HIAL I( 
NL .. II: I, J. =NACllt! 
<)4 t.vNTlt-l\J~ 
!O U 1..1.. GOOr 
CAl.L I1UAN T 
" .. ~L i<Erot' 
k'"TUr.·1 
V-3 
REPRODucmILrry OF TIlE 






:;.uilo;ulJT HI .. cnDE 
r U M:10:-l/GI< .. UPI U 117.171 • "CUN, r.ll.I~, PAL Q ,PI!. C .l., A .. P1 ,A .. 1'2, 




u'l 1: JJ=l,N 
.. =JJ·1 
[;u 2. Il=l,N 
I;II .: 
t/ , a. j J I = U 11 , '" I - ALP 1- Ill' I .1. oJ I ,,"l -1. J II - ALP 2 ·cu U • J + 11 + U « I, J- U • 
••• L~ •• AL~,.'UII.l.J-ll.U'T+lf""II.UlI-l.J.lltUll-l.J~111 
;.~ Il~. ,JJI" v, l ! .... JI 
Zl rO;-H l'1UE 
to CLNl t'llJE 
h C=tI 
L~LL XF~~~IN~.AF,UFI 
eo '!: J=I.tl 
rH) ~' 1=1."1 
Lf~~=~ao;T'l.I.~I~)A(r.JII 
VH=::;F(I.J~ 
XHU.J'=fJt-,M .. • \1M 
,ill C ... Ni I'WE 
)(d£k~!-: 'J. 
n", ". J=l,tI 




Ti; riP _ =PA lC .,,~ 1:1 
T:: M ... .!=P .. :; l"PA cl 
~t/A~"'1.-Tf"~11·(1.-TLM~21·vA"'1 •• T~MP11/'1 •• TEMP2i 








r OmhhIlGI'lOU~/U 11 7.17. ,peON, f( 11,.~, PA.I) ,PAO 1,AL H ,A L.P;? 
·N~£~(15,151.AL~"~Ail.,15I,W~k.~'15.151~XHllS,15I, 
·XhS'1~,l~I.U~T~~'15,1~J,USTAPh'~5.15) 
(,("'11'11):.1/0 T!iF R/X .'hoMI ,x V Ar;> • X J E III 
L"AX;~~~AN.2.S·xLEVI 
FHIN=XHE~N-Zw5·)U~1I1 
DJ S': J=l.N 
LJO t;~ I;I,N 
N!J=~h,~V(I.J) 




l.lo.'"'l'i U, JI-f.I'IINI,1l 
v li(,1.. ')= 0/1.1 X+C; 
If 11f,.1 I,J' .G;;'. fMAX) IIHOLO=EM/.x-n/2. 
If> (X" I,J) .LE. L.llNI ~HOLO=I/l 
GO T1 5q 
L1 vhuLLl~XliSAN 
r9 AnS(.,Jl=VHC.LO 
:; a r; n"ll PlUe 
QE.TU",. 






jjlli~.~SLuN tllU1'l1l5,.I.5' ,liilUl".I15,l!>I,OIiU"US,l!>', 






NT= .. ' (r-l.U 
co 5 15T=l.2 
UO 5 1=1, 'I 
Dr; 2~ .)=l,~,T 
JP=1' t )-11·2 
J I=J·>'l 
,r"A'I (11-'1=". 
iUU'11J U,. O. 
IFtJ .Gt. • .:! .Mlu. J .U:. N'J.' (it; TO lq 
til"') T' ~-n 
n IF UST .EO. ,;,) J;.&I,,=AflulqI.J-lI 




Gf': ?l J=l.~tT 
",1'=1' t J-l.I'.:! 
.. I =Jr> + 1 
If IJ .ut.. 2 .~III.J. J .Li:.. I,+i) Gu TO 1S 
uJ T"I 21 
.p kUO=_~·lDUH(JII 
If (L.T .t.fl. ~, j,,[1u~HJ-!.I)=kIJO 
iF llc:r .tl'). :, u[)U.1(J-ldl=ALQ 
21 corHtrl'Jr 
5 I" JNT PI Ui: 














C .. MI1CJN/GRnUI-, Uf 1 .,. ! 7, , I-C C ••• t'l11, N.I?A1t. PAu 1."l Pt .• A lP2. 
-
"N .. ill L.:',l :.I ..... M:OA 115. 1S. , IIAR.1I'115 .15 I. Xli U!>.15), . 
+,(!i';/ 1~ ,1'51 ,U::' T "ld15, 15' .US TAI<,H1? 115 ) 
GO ttf'hll'UuT Hi: "', )II-it: kN t XV ~R. )(Of II I 
COMMuN/O~IIA~taN _ 
or~E~51CN API15.1s,.apC15,15' 
LJQ l' J=1.N 
!JOi': 1=1,11 
[,t,!'IJ ... ;;. QR T l1, 1l< .. "t'fJ.\I I .• J, I 
USI"(!.J.~XH5(r.J)·O£M~ 




00 .)_ J=l,N 
Dc.. 3: l=l.N 












nlM~~~ION I~l 16~"TiMP(&~'.SY 
CuM'iU .. ' ,,;ILAl YS/IUI25j») .XU'ib) 
[J04T .. leT /6 .. ·.,/, THll)/o5 .. ~.1 ,ST .. I<' 
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